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Rediscover the joy of coloring by numbers! Thirty-one irresistible flower scenes with a color chart
await your enjoyment. The bright colors and smooth lines will enchant your senses and put a smile
on your face. Each unique illustration is printed on one side of the sheet to maximize enjoyment.
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you've got to be kidding me.... how is this a color by number? You can't even see the numbers - I
even broke out the magnifying glass just trying to see if I could figure out what the colors were
before deciding that instead of reducing my stress level it's elevating it. I admit I read other people's
reviews and thought to myself 'how bad could it really be?' and since nobody uploading any pictures
to give me a guideline of how hard they really are to see I went ahead and bought it... anyway, just
to help out anyone else who might be thinking about buying this color by number book I took some
CLOSE UP pictures of small sections of the design so that you'll have a better understanding of
what the issue is... now if you can see them clearly then good luck... and for anyone who I've saved
from a lot of frustration... you're welcome!

PLEASE DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY!!!! This is the very worst coloring book I own, and I have
purchased over 100 books. The numbers are soooo tiny, I can even see them with a magnifying
glass. And when I finally go a bigger magnifying glass, the numbers were so sloppily printed I have
NO idea what the numbers say.....Additionally, I don't particularly like backgrounds, and nearly

EVERY page is covered in a background. This is a seriously stupid book. I should ask the author for
my money back, but I've already torn it apart in an increasingly desperate attempt to see what I'm
supposed to be coloring. DO NOT BE FOOLED BY THE LOVELY COVER. THIS BOOK IS
TERRIBLE. And not just plain terrible. I'm talking fancy terrible. Terrible with raisins in it.

Numbers too small have to use magnifying glass to see them

I loved the idea! Ordered for a friend cooped up in the hospital. turned out to be a plain coloring
book, instead of a color-by-number due to the fact that the numbers were so incredibly small they
couldn't be followed even with a high power magnifying glass. Neat idea....but a fail!

This is a awful book I wanted a color by numbers and the numbers (If you can see them ) are so
small you can not tell what they are totally worthless do not waste your money

I cannot even see the numbers. :( I will need to purchase a magnifying glass now. I wish I had read
the reviews before I bought this! Not at all happy with this book.

Received as a Christmas gift, and the numbers inhibit the coloring so much, it makes the pictures
look terrible. After coloring, its obvious that that the numbers are there. I am not going to waste my
pencils on this book.

This was a very bad product. The numbers are so small that even with a magnifying lens you can
hardly see the numbers which make the whole color by number concept useless. I can't even use
the product. A disappointment.
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